
Float project brings total glass 
solution aspirations closer
This September, Bangkok Glass Public Co Ltd will bring on stream a float glass 
manufacturing facility, a project that represents a major diversification from 
its extensive capabilities in glass container production. As Pavin Bhirom Bhakdi, 
President, explained to John Wallis, this project illustrates the company’s goal 
to become a ‘total glass solutions provider’. 

Since its formation in the early 1980s, Bangkok Glass 
has expanded from a single 150 tonnes/day plant to 13 
furnaces and 40 production lines. With five operational 
factories and a sixth under construction, the company 
has emerged as Thailand’s leading glass container 
manufacturer and one of South East Asia’s largest players. 

Now, the business model is expanding to embrace 
float glass production as well, a project that will be 
operational this September. The establishment of 
BG Float Glass Co Ltd is indicative of the ambitious 
diversification plans at hand, not only in the glass arena 
but also in the manufacture of other packaging material 
types, as well as in the field of sports and entertainment. 
Within the next decade, the company’s reliance on 
container glass businesses is expected to drop to 
approximately 50% of turnover, although the Bangkok 
Glass President expects the material to remain a key 
element of its activities. “Already an expert in container 
glass, our goal is to be a total glass solutions provider” 
Pavin Bhirom Bhakdi confirms. 

GREENFIELD FLOAT PROJECT
BG Float Glass Co Ltd (BGF) was established in 2014 
to sell imported flat glass (clear, green and dark grey) 
to customers throughout Thailand, sourcing material 
from manufacturers in China, Indonesia and Vietnam. 
And according to Mr Pavin, the subsequent decision to 
create a dedicated production facility in the country has 
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Pavin Bhirom Bhakdi (second from left) with executives from the BG Group and Glas Trösch Holding AG 
on the first day of construction at the Kabin Buri plant.

The Kabin Buri site is scheduled for completion this September. 

been well received by existing and 
potential customers alike, especially 
in terms of the potential innovations 
and service levels that will be 
provided. “Thailand currently imports 
approximately 20% of flat glass 
annually, so there’s room for BGF to 
satisfy this demand” he says. 

Initially, the operation will 
concentrate on the production of 
clear float glass but by mid-2018, 
it is planned to manufacture green 
and dark grey colours as well. The 
BG Group is the main shareholder in 
this venture, with Switzerland’s Glas 
Trösch Holding AG assuming the 
combined role of knowhow partner 
and minority shareholder. 

Located in the Kabin Buri 
District of Prachin Buri Province, 
this greenfield project represents 
an investment of 5000 million baht 
(almost $144 million). Engineering 
and production specialists from all 
corners of the world have joined 
together to complete this single 
production line project, working 
in tandem with members of the 
experienced BG Group management 
team. 

By the end of 2017, the operation 
is expected to have sold some 
45,000 tonnes of clear float glass, 
representing an 8% share of the local 
market. And by the end of 2018, 
Pavin Bhirom Bhakdi is confident 
that annual production rates of 
219,000 tonnes (600 tonnes/day) 
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will have been reached, representing an 18% market share. 
“Initially, this project will only satisfy domestic demand” the 
BG Group President confirms “but our goal is to satisfy the 
needs of customers throughout South East Asia, increasing our 
production output and delivering more value-added products.” 

The BG Group is no stranger to the efficient operation 
of glass factories, of course, an environment where skills 
and knowhow have been honed over several decades. Now, 
the group is able to call on the expertise of its partner, Glas 
Trösch in the float glass sector as well, helping to generate 
an environment where its policy of becoming a total glass 
solutions provider is gaining momentum. Mr Pavin confirms 
that diversification into other aspects of glass manufacture 
are entirely possible in the future. “Definitely yes, if there are 
opportunities to move into other areas of glass production, 
whether via merger, acquisition or even starting our own 
greenfield plant, that would be our medium/long-term strategy.”

ONGOING DEVELOPMENT FOCUS
As well as investing strongly in float glass manufacture, the BG 
Group continues to develop its core glass container business, 
including the construction of a sixth manufacturing complex in 
Thailand. “Demand for glass containers is growing steadily” 
says Pavin Bhirom Bhakdi. “The only downside is that we don’t 
have enough glass to meet export demand!” 

The Bangkok Glass solution is to build another plant. 
Currently under construction, the Racha Buri glassworks is 
scheduled for completion during the third quarter of 2018. 
Manufacturing capacity has been set at 400 tonnes/day from 
five production lines. 

Mr Pavin anticipates further significant economic growth 
in the future, both nationally and regionally. This includes rapid 
growth opportunities for food and beverage brands and for glass 
packaging, for example. 

With aspirations to become a total glass solutions provider, 
the BG Group plans to explore and expand its interests into 
all glass-related areas. This includes the recently launched BG 
Glass Studio, which is described as Thailand’s first glass blowing 
studio. “This facility serves as a leaning centre for glass forming 
and also produces and exhibits different glass work designs” 
Pavin Bhirom Bhakdi concludes. “It provides a valuable platform 
for employees and university students to develop and enhance 
glass forming techniques.” 

Final 3D layout of the Kabin Buri float glass plant. 

FURTHER INFORMATION:
Bangkok Glass Public Co Ltd, Thanyaburi,  
Pathumthani 12130, Thailand
tel:  +66 2 648 6100 
web:  www.bgiglass.com
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